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Introduction
...to Through My Window
“Through My Window is a multimedia educational website that
grabs you by the hand and pulls you into a world filled with
stories, mysteries, explorations, and adventures. It’s a place
where engineering isn’t about building bridges—it’s about asking
questions, thinking deeply, and building a community of learners.”
What’s the purpose of Through My Window?
Through My Window applies innovative approaches to learning to create an engaging,
effective program for middle- or upper-elementary-aged students. It is designed to give
students a better idea of what engineers do, support student learning in specific
engineering skills as well as over all fields, and get these students excited about engineering
as a discipline they’d like to pursue.

What’s available now?
Currently, the main piece of Through My Window is an exciting novel and multimedia website,
both called Talk to Me (see the beginning of this guide for a graphic outline of Through My
Window as a whole). On the website, students can read the captivating mystery novel or listen
to the audiobook version.
Then, students can delve into an interactive “learning adventure,” called Rio’s Brain, about
artificial intelligence. This learning adventure begins with a gripping graphic novel that stars
(you guessed it!) Rio, one of the Talk to Me novel characters. After an accident on a camping
trip, Rio wakes up in a hospital only to find out that his brain has been removed from his head!
After sneaking out of his hospital room, he finds the room where brains are kept in vats and
overhears that researchers are planning to destroy his brain. Rio slips out of the hospital in the
middle of the night and goes to his best friend, Sadina (another novel character) for help.
Soon, though, Rio faints, and it’s up to the student to take over and save Rio before it’s too late!
Learning is irresistible as students explore questions like “What is Intelligence?” and “Will
machines ever be smarter than humans?” in their quest to rescue Rio.
This teacher’s curriculum guide provides curriculum support as well as creative offline
enrichment activities—some of which also use the Talk to Me characters—designed to be
both fun and educational.
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Introduction
...to Through My Window
What’s coming up in the future?
--The novel and eventually the website will be translated into Spanish.
--Two more learning adventures, one about engineering design and the other about
engineering ethics, will connect to characters from the Talk to Me novel
--A second novel
--Learning adventures about engineering construction, flight, sustainability, and
bioengineering using characters from the second novel
--An online version of this curriculum guide
--And more!

Is Through My Window easy to use? (or I have no background in engineering. Help!)
We know that for at least some of you, engineering may not be something you're entirely
comfortable with. Don't worry. This program is easy to teach, and we are confident that any
and all of you can teach engineering.
To be more specific, there are a number of features of TMW that make it easy to teach. The
website itself is designed to be usable even without a teacher present in the room. That
means if you wanted to, you could get students on the website, sit back, and spend the rest
of the session doing a crossword. It also means that if you only had a couple of computers,
you could rotate students through. You could provide each student with a 30 minute
session on the website, and then move them to a different station in your afterschool
program. Because there's no need for a teacher to specifically lead students through the
website, this approach would be just as successful as having all of the students on the
website at the exact same time. In addition, the talk to me novel could be read aloud,
read by students, or even played as an online audiobook. Again, that means that if you
want to do very little work, you can, and the program will still be successful.

How can I adapt Through My Window to my program?
Through my Window is adaptable to different kinds of after school programs. For example,
book clubs could use Through my Window by reading the Talk to Me novel and then having
discussions about different portions of it. STEM-specific programs could not only read the
novel and complete the online learning adventures but also enrich the program by doing the
off-line activities included in this curriculum guide. Even the offline activities are adaptable.
Many include different versions based on what materials might be available to you. In
addition, not all of the offline activities have to be used with each learning journey.
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Introduction
...to Through My Window
What is Imaginative Education (IE) (also, what is the Talk to Me novel about)?
Imagine a middle school girl named Sadina. Her little sister has a condition called selective mutism.
Although she sees something very important, she's too nervous to talk about it. But the information
she has is incredibly important, because it relates to a crime her mother has been accused of. Sadina
needs her little sister to talk, so she enlists the help of her friends to make her sister's robotic cat, Bella,
talk to her sister and record her answers. If their work fails, Sadina's mom could end up in jail.
What did you think of that story? Are you intrigued? Do you want to hear more about what happens?
Imagine if, instead of telling a story, I had simply started talking about ways in which engineers use
artificial intelligence. Or, imagine that I had passed out a worksheet about artificial intelligence. Would
you have cared as much?
Much of our approach to teaching engineering is based on theories by a researcher named Kieran Egan.
His theories encourage the use of narrative and imaginative elements to engage students’ emotions
and imaginations within the material that you want to teach. In fact, the story I started to tell you a
minute ago is the plot line of our novel, called Talk to Me.
Kieran Egan's approach, called Imaginative Education or IE, is great for a number of reasons. The first,
as mentioned, is that it's a way to get students engaged in what they're learning. This means that even
subjects that students might not initially care about become relevant to their lives, to their emotions,
and to their imaginations. The second is that it's more fun for you to teach. Instead of reading out of the
textbook or teaching from dry lesson plans, you too get to enter this world of story, mystery, limits and
extremes of reality, and more.

How does Through My Window affect student identity?
To continue in the STEM pipeline, students need ways to identify themselves as engineers. By relating to
characters in the story, like Sadina, they can see themselves as engineers who help people (and not just
wear hard hats). Through dialogue, they'll also begin to see the value of other students' opinions, and in
turn that other students value their thoughts.

Why is Through My Window important?
Through my Window is designed to have an inclusive approach to engineering education—one that
appeals to boys and girls alike. In addition, it provides a manageable curriculum for both students
and facilitators that have no background in engineering.
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Introduction
...to Through My Window
Does Through My Window align with standards? (NGSS, Common Core, ITEA,
Engineering Habits of Mind)
Yes! Our novel provides ample opportunities to connect to the Common Core. Our choices of learning adventure topics
covers broad areas of NGSS and ITEA.
Looking for something more specific? Here’s how our project connects to each of the engineering habits of mind:
Creativity: Story is critical to our project, and engaging students’ imagination in their pursuit of deep understanding about
engineering is the very basis of our instructional design. The project is based on the use of Imaginative Education, an
approach in which developmentally appropriate narrative is designed to provide a new view of engineering and structure
learning about engineering in meaningful ways. What Through My Window provides is pioneering and unexpected in the
context of typical STEM offerings—a look at engineering education through a very different window.
Systems Thinking: All of the engineering concepts in Through My Window are embedded in narrative, providing context for
their use and encouraging “systems thinking” instead of sequestered learning. Through the eyes of the characters and in
their role as actual participants in the online learning adventures, students see how “systems may have unexpected effects
that cannot be predicted from the behavior of individual subsystems” (ASEE Habits of Mind).
Optimism: Using a cast of relevant, relatable middle-school characters for real-world middle-school students, Through My
Window makes engineering approachable, engaging, and fun for students and teachers, people with and without
engineering background, and in formal and informal settings.
Collaboration: Collaboration is a key principle behind Through My Window. Students are best prepared for our
technological society when they are technologically literate and can improve the ideas and appreciate the diverse
perspectives of others. Through My Window provides ample opportunities to do so—through a “sharing ideas” feature on
the website, and through journaling and collaborative activities offline.
Communication: Similar to collaboration, Through My Window promotes idea sharing, the appreciation of diverse
perspectives, and group discourse. Phrases like “half-formed thought” and “I think” are encouraged to provide more
effective methods of communication between students. Offline activities include reflection that involves communicating
through story, visual pictures, video, or diagrams, dialogue and student blogging, factual writing, mock letters to engineers
or newspapers, and more.
Ethical Considerations
Through My Window embraces and appreciates the ethical dilemmas that students face every day. Through story, a strong
connection as to how students’ ethical challenges closely mirror ethical considerations encountered by professional
engineers is made. The novel, online learning adventures, and offline activities address ethical concerns, and a unit on
engineering ethics is currently in development.

How much does Through My Window cost?
We are funded through a grant from the National Science Foundation, which means that this program is
entirely free to you. It also means that we are not trying to make profit. Instead, we are trying to help you
make this program successful in your after school setting.
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Introduction
...to Through My Window

Who created Through My Window?
TMW was created by an innovative team of college students,
engineering professors, and education professors from Smith College
and Springfield Technical Community College. Web developers from
UMASS Amherst created the online world. Each member of our team
brings a unique perspective to the table that makes TMW even better.

Is curriculum support available to me?
Yes, yes, yes! That’s what we’re here for. Please, contact us at
teamthroughmywindow.org. We can travel to your site and provide
professional development. We’re happy to answer any questions you
have about our program. And, because we’re a program dedicated to
discourse and idea improvement, we want your feedback!
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Talk to Me Novel Information

[What’s it all about?--By Sonia Ellis]

I turn around and Maddie is gone.
That’s how it happens, that quickly. Things go wrong in the time it takes me to slide a set of headphones off my ears
and turn around to hand them to Maddie. I’m listening to a CD in Playlist, the only music store in the mall, and there’s
this song I want her to hear, but she’s gone.
That’s how the Talk to Me novel begins…with main character Sadina in a mad-dashing, second-guessing race
through the mall to find her little sister. And that, in fact, is how my writing process often beings: a mad rush of
words I want to get on the page, with lots of anguished second-guessing (we writers gently call it revising) to
make every phrase, scene and character fit just right.
But this time, before I could let the words flow, I had two challenges to face. One, I had to be sure that the
storyline would be engaging to our readers. So what does that mean? When I’m browsing at Barnes & Noble and
open a book that makes me sink to the floor, right there by the shelf, and sit cross-legged and insensible to traffic
around me as I read and read…that’s when I know I’ve found a book to love. That’s what I wanted to create for my
readers: a story that you couldn’t pull loose from their hands or their heads. And there was, of course, a part
“two.” The story had to tie into some big ideas related to engineering—such as the engineering design cycle and
engineering ethics—in a way that was both seamless and subtle.
It all came down to the characters.
Maddie, Rio, Catalina, Monica, Paulie—they all had their part of play, but the character who centers them all is
fourteen-year-old Sadina Reyes. I have a soft spot for Sadina because she, like me, prefers to fly under the radar.
At the start of the story, she’s used to doing things for herself and playing the family role of big sister to Maddie—
who tends to consume all their parent’s attention. Of course, Sadina’s self-reliance isn’t going to be enough to
save her when things start to go wrong. Very wrong. (A big fiction writing pleasure: wait until the last possible
second and then pull the lever that sends the story careening down another set of tracks—or off the tracks
altogether.) In Sadina’s words:
Hard to believe what’s happened since I woke up this morning: I found out someone broke into my house (creepy), I
thought it was Rio (bad), I found out it wasn’t Rio (good), I saw the stolen software on his computer (bad) but then
Catalina told everyone he couldn’t have stolen it (weird), I saw Rio holding hands with Catalina (bad and creepy and
weird), and Flynn accused Mom of stealing a gigantic amount of money (super bad).
By the end of the story, Sadina realizes she can’t handle all these twists and free falls on her own: she needs her
friends to help her figure out what’s going on, brainstorm, improve ideas, find a solution, and have the strength to
rethink and redesign when the first solution fails. Which, actually, sounds quite a bit like the engineering
design cycle.
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Talk to Me Novel Information
Some “big ideas” in engineering ethics come to life in Sadina’s interaction with another character: Rio, the
skateboarder, guitar player, gamer—and most of all Sadina’s best friend who knows her “like a book he’s read
every day for 10 years.” Could this awesome guy really have stolen computer software from the school? Sadina,
painfully, thinks the answer could be yes. And then, more painfully still, comes the need for a choice: should she
be loyal to Rio by telling no one, or “true to her school” by letting them know that Rio might be a thief? At this
point, Sadina could have used a bit of parental advice—but her mom is facing a tough choice of her own: should
she be loyal to her co-worker and friend Flynn, who might be embezzling money, or should she be a whistleblower
in her company and bring him down? Watching her mom struggle, it turns out, does help Sadina grow as she
sees this connection between her mother and herself: the ethical dilemmas that kids face with their friends are
not so different from the difficult ethical decisions that engineers may have to deal with in their work.
Though pulling characters’ strings and tossing monkey wrenches smack into their paths is a big writing delight,
greater still is the pleasure of seeing how those obstacles help them metamorphose—into new thoughts, new
perspectives, and deeper understandings. And that character growth, happily, is the perfect platform for
launching kids’ minds into the rich and varied world of engineering.
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Meet the Characters
Talk to Me Novel

Sadina
1. Whenever I read stories to Maddie, I do all the voices; it’s one of the most fun
things we do together. And I love to hear her laugh.
2. Having a sister who is 7 sometimes feels like too much to deal with. I have
to make sure to teach her the ropes (’specially with my crazy parents around),
but I’m still trying to figure things out myself!

3. My kryptonite is quesadillas. I think whoever invented them is a genius!
4. I play point guard in the school’s basketball team, the Pioneers. My
teammates are so much fun. (Except for one of them who shall not be named!)
5. My favorite pastime is writing short stories. I have a journal that no one is
allowed to read. Not even Rio, my BFF.

6. I have two best friends. One is Rio, who can read me like a book he’s read
every day for 14 years. My other BFF is Monica, who gives the best advice!
7. I hate pickles more than any other food. Even more than Brussels sprouts.
*Shudder*

8. I always smile when I hear the song “B-I-N-G-O.” I have no idea why.
9. My parents have made me take piano lessons since I was 10. I complain
every time I have to go to class. (I secretly love it though)
10. I know my mom is an engineer, but sometimes I have no idea what that
means.
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Meet the Characters
Talk to Me Novel

1. I play the geetar. I only picked it up after I saw this guy in the subway in NYC
while visiting a cousin. It was one of the coolest things I’ve ever seen.
2. I hate it when people make you do things you don’t want to do.
3. If I could eat pizza every day of my life, I’d be a happy guy.

4. This summer my 2 older brothers and I are going camping without my
parents. I’m sooo psyched!
5. I want to design video games when I’m older. That’s why I’m trying to get a
head start by learning programming.

6. Once I rode all the way down Stryker Hill (a really big hill in my town) on my
skateboard. Don’t tell the guys, but I’ve never been more scared in my life.
Oh and don’t tell my mom. >_<
7. I’ve known Sadina since we were 6. Even though my guy friends think it’s
weird that we’re best friends, I don’t think there’s anyone in the world who
knows me better.

8. I draw a weekly cartoon for the school paper. It's called "Lunchtime
Conversations" and it's about the things people say at the lunch table.
9. My dad is one of the coolest people I know.
10. I have a dog whose name is Juneau. We’ve had him since he was a puppy
and he’s the smartest dog I’ve ever met.
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Rio

Meet the Characters
Talk to Me Novel

Paulie

1. I’m 4 minutes older than my brother Rick. I never let him forget it!
2. When I was little, I wanted to be a lion tamer. Then I decided that it’s
probably safer to avoid animals with big claws and sharp teeth.
3. Even though I would never admit it, my favorite subject is English.
Shakespeare is da man!

4. I can juggle bowling pins while on a pogo stick. I learned to do that from our
neighbor, Mr. Snuffles. (He’s a clown…no, really!)
5. Whenever I’m feeling down, the best pick-me-up is a bowl of spaghetti.

6. For the past three April Fool’s days, Rick and I have traded places, even
tricking our mom and dad. As Shakespeare would say, comedy of errors. It’s
hilarious!
7. I am obsessed with airplanes. I want to learn to fly one day.
8. I really think my friends and I should start a band: Rio on the guitar, Monica
on the vocals and Sadina on the piano. Rick on the drums. I will play the
triangle. We can call our band, “Much Ado ’Bout Nothin’.”

9. My most prized possession is an old coin that I found while looking through
our attic. It used to be my grandfather’s. It’s not worth tons of money or
anything, but I always keep it in my pocket for good luck.
10. I have a pet Beta fish named Bluey. Sometimes I wish I were a fish, just to
see what it would be like…
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Meet the Characters
Talk to Me Novel

1. I am the one and only Catalina Davis. My parents know I’m a princess, and

Catalina

so should you.
2. The best tiramisu (my fave) I’ve tasted was in a little café in Paris, while
traveling with my parents. It was scrumptious.
3. My dad travels all over the world for his job and always brings me back
the greatest presents. The best one so far was a tiara he brought me from
Barcelona, Spain.

4. I entirely rock at playing video games. Try to play me and you’ll be sure to
lose!
5. I have way too many friends to name them one by one. What can I
say…people love me!
6. I am treasurer of the Environmental Club. My mom works for a company that
develops green energy technologies. I want to do something like that when I
grow up.

7. Because I’m so witty, it’s easy to make fun of some people. Take Sadina
Reyes, for example. Easy target!
8. I loooooove shopping and skiing. Given the choice I wouldn’t know what to
pick.
9. My biggest flaw is…nope. Can’t think of one!
10. Penelope, my cat, was chosen as a model for a cat food commercial. She’s
a superstar, like me!
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Character Information
Talk to Me Novel

Maddie
1. My name is Maddie and I like puppies. When they lick my hand, it's like wet
kisses.
2. I don't like the color brown, because it reminds me of mud. Mud is gross.
3. My big sister's name is Sadina. I like when she reads me stories and does the
voices.

4. Sadina has a lot of friends, but they are really loud when they’re all together.
Loud voices are scary.
5. I sometimes can't fall asleep so I walk around the house at night. Sometimes I
can hear my daddy snore. He makes funny noises.
6. My favorite snack is gummy bears, especially the red ones.

7. The lady that drives the bus to school is named Rosa. I like to listen when she
hums songs on our way to school.
8. I want to be a veterinarian when I'm big. They take care of animals.
9. I have a cat named Bella. She understands me when I talk.
10. I don't know why grownups watch the news. They are so boring!
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Character Information
Talk to Me Novel

Meet Bella the Chattercat
Three things about me:
1. I’m Maddie’s best friend—she talks to me even when
she can’t talk to anyone else.
2. Want me to purr? Scratch me behind the ears.
3. I can roll over—but sometimes I get stuck halfway
through!

Meet Chase the Chatterdog
Three things about me:
1. Dr. Ecks built my brain, so I’m the smartest dog you’ll ever
meet—I’m sure of it!
2. I don’t like getting my paws wet.
3. Throw the Frisbee…throw the Frisbee…just please please throw
the Frisbee…
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Talk to Me Vocab Words
chapter 1:
rubber
register (understand)
procedure
oxygen
whirling
guardian angel
narrow
immobilized
habit
shrieks
pulsing
inferno
meld
store manager
haven
felon
gesture

chapter 5:
numb
lecture
vigilance
genius
engineer
artificial limb
electrodes
user-friendly
machine
computer software
offbeat
roller coaster
virtual
design
coincidence
rotating
league

chapter 2:
darts
impatience

chapter 6:
winces
bulky
panel
flexible
collapse
tilted
activation
icon
spec sheet
routine
malfunctioning
tease
gratitude

chapter 3:
raspy
winded
diorama
headlong
momentum
brain cells
rational cells
detouring
jabber
radar (parent's attention)
leagues (under the sea)
focus
chapter 4:
measure

chapter 7:
pitched (low/high voices)
duet (voices, like music)
straining (try to do something)
cotton
polyester
sensitive
pitching (words back and forth)
crank (the volume)
recreate
clatter and blare of traffic
muffle (the sounds)
shift (work shift)
grinding (into tight spot)
buzz (sound, mom and dad)
outright (ask outright)
stealthy
covert (operations)
mineshaft (mineshaft black - dark)
navigating (in dark)
fumble
trespassing (no trespassing sign)
mantelpiece
invading
territory
stumble and pitch (falling down stairs)
investigate
disappointment
responsibility
firmly
chapter 8:
eavesdropping
micro-sized
voice-amplifying
transmitter
consequences
red flag
lurch (stomach gives lurch)
deaf
sign language
surrounded
buckle (knees)
square (square my shoulders)
firecrackers
packaging (for food, recycling)
footprint (carbon footprint)
conscience (is clear)
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chapter 9:
message
blinks
flash
message
programmed
perched
tree limb
alert (of surroundings/ aware)
sneak up
metal
sensors
robotic
quilt
program
expected
believing
ordinary
weighing (it down, in her stomach)
chapter 10:
failed
sleep mode
online
distract
challenge
churning (mind)
sign off
shut down
chapter 11:
concrete
chatter
directions
crouches
shuffling
diesel
coaxing
sling (move/throw)

Talk to Me Vocab Words
chapter 12:
guardian angel
enforcer
aftershave
morph
miserable
007 spy maneuvers
ergo (therefore)
spattering
Latin
lock picker
glide
mute
triumphant
withhold
opinion
traffic circle
logic
imitation
ignore

chapter 13:
English Lit
potion
Shakespeare
expression
comment
neon
forces
society
obviously
feud
silence
stretch
offers
obscure
absolutely
honor
arrangement
expectations
confident
clever
visual
demonstration
loyal
snorts
mushy
ruin
inevitable
pause
essay
direct (quotes)
support
scribble
maximum
matted bit (of hair)
silent
destination
rewind
aisle
wits (matching wits w/ catalina)
coherent
intercom
brief
interlude (of static)
static
hooting/razzing
attention
deny
refuse
painful
misquote
fringes (of a food fight)
first-string ( pitcher)

chapter 14:
reconstruct
scene
computer-aided
design (class)
award
bragging
software
flatly (rio says, bluntly)
substitute
load (software)
sympathetic (nod)
suspended (from school)
record (school)
vouches (teacher for rio)
guilty
disconnect (button)
suddenly
backpedaling (change topic)
hunched (shoulders)
concentrating
glimpse (last of rio)
chapter 15:
disappear
jaws (mouth)
tightens (face)
stretching (arm)
chapter 16:
routine
pitcher (drink)
passionate
connect (with each other)
sessions (appointments)
speech therapist
scent receptors
aroma (good smell)
measuring
panic
deliberately (purposely)
expression
faked out (on bball court)
upended (thrown about)
rational (calm)
vulnerable
support (desk to mom)
laid off (from job)
jeopardizing (threatening)
disappointed
edgier (voice)
conclusions (jumping to)
illegal
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chapter 17:
streak (morning, grey wet streak)
OJ - orange juice
relief (from wind)
shift (changes)
clone (houses of each other)
thrashing (fish out of water)
frustration
scrambled (words)
coldness (in voice)
impression (opinions?)
hinge (drawer)
doubted (sadina to rio)
assumed
accusing
attitude (anger)
logo (brand)
refrain (music, through head)
chapter 18:
cloaked (covered in rain)
stiff (sheet of rain)
wayward (leaves)
guiltlessly (make a mess)
react (to the cat)
disjointed (words)
mistaking (a voice)
desperate
barrels on (keeps talking)
trembling (fingers)
instinct (animals)
chapter 19:
blindsided (surprised)
research
disoriented
headlong (fall over)
gorge (earth feature)
reassuring
dimensions (two)
incriminating (message)
gestures
vaguely
pointedly (how it's said)
tolerant (of talkers)
deliberately (purposely)
alibi (crime)
noble (hero)
hash (through, figure out)
numb (can't feel)
paralyzed (can't move)
autopilot (through school)

Talk to Me Vocab Words
chapter 20:
cuffs (of sweater)
clenched (hands)
arch (shape of light)
telltale (footsteps)
cramped (sitting still)
chapter 21:
collapsing (her world)
detective
zombie
confessed (to crime)
impulse (to laugh)
relief
accounted (for, money)
echo (thoughts)
prosecute (criminal)
accused (crime)
inspiration
scheme (color scheme)
hormones (worry)
bypass (skip)
radar (what paying attention to)
trapdoor
chapter 22:
adjust (eyes to dark)
shrieks (yells)
rusty
rotate (turn around)
scanning (looking around)
advertisement
one-sided (conversations)

chapter 23:
leech (sucker bug)
SOS (signal)
courtly flourish (dramatic bow)
terrain (land)
tinted (lenses)
interruptions
exaggerated (look at his watch)
condensed (version of a story)
sympathetic
impersonation (persona)
wigged out (freaked out)
deigned (to join the convo)
undercurrent (secret message)
charge (positive charge, pun)
firsthand (to know, experience)
U-turn (opposite of )
delivery (of speech)
sarcastic
embarrassed
undercover (detective)
ammunition (fuel)
record (verb, sounds)
chapter 24:
details
urgent
obvious
tension (stress)
protest
legal department
at stake (something)
involved
subtle (hidden)
variation
approach (way to do)
speech recognition
microphone
recognizing
effective
AI, artificial intelligence
about-face (turn around)
grin (smile)
ignore

chapter 25:
betray
investigating
evidence
frantic
circuit
shorts out (circuit)
computer code
insist
crowd
appointment
exchange (a glance)
gearshift
neutral (out of )
stubborn (kid)
attorneys
pressing charges
twister (tornado)
idle (car)
chapter 26:
cord
chapter 27:
deny
anchovies (on pizza)
jackhammer
shell-shocked (eyes)
blackmail
pathetic
full-watt smile (pun)
chapter 28:
souped-up
concentrate
chapter 29:
none
chapter 30:
none
chapter 31:
proof
irritation
coincidence
chapter 32:
headlights (car)
house arrest
reaction
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Vocabulary Adventure Kit

[Ideas for teaching vocabulary]

These activities can be used and reused as much as you’d like. Each activity runs for 10 - 15 minutes
and can be expanded as needed.

Adventure 1: Flipped Dictionary
Each student is assigned a vocabulary word and must define the word to the best of their ability and use the
word in a STEM related sentence. Once everyone has completed this process they must take all of the
individual sentences create a collaborative story that retains the feel of their individual sentences but
becomes a comprehensive story of its own. The story is read aloud by the group and refined as needed.

Adventure 2: Internet Search
Students choose a vocabulary word and find both their favorite definition and the most STEM-relevant definition.
They then have to search for a minimum of two STEM related websites that use the word they were assigned to
define. Once students have found their websites they should share the site, discuss how it is relevant to their word
and how the website is relevant to the lesson of the day or STEM in general.

Adventure 3: The “I don’t use this word enough” challenge
Students should pick a word from a recent Talk to Me chapter or the Graphic Novel that they don’t often use in
school or in everyday conversation. Once they have selected the word they need to define the word and develop
a list of personal challenges for using the word more often. Examples of this could be “when I write my homework
this week I will use the word in 2 paragraphs” or “when I talk to my sister about this project I will use this word”.
This is a creative challenge - encourage youth to be wild with their ideas. Have them create sentences that they
might use in their personal challenges.

Adventure 4: Mix and Match
Students are given a word on a piece of paper and asked to write the definition on a separate piece of paper
(note cards are good for this). Once they have their word and have written the correct definition on a piece of
paper have a group leader collect all of the words and definitions. These are mixed up and handed back to
the members of the class. the class must now match every word with the correct definition.

Adventure 5: Vocabulary Puzzle
All relevant vocabulary words for the activity are written on separate pieces of paper and placed on a large
table. Members of the group arrange the words in an imaginative story about engineering. They are allowed
to add as much narrative as needed as long as every word is used that was originally on the table.

Adventure 6: You Are the Expert
Students work collaboratively to design a vocabulary game. They must identify vocabulary that they feel is
important or challenging from the novel or the graphic novel. Students should define the words to ensure
confidence; beyond this they have the freedom to create.
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How to Use Through My Window Activity Guides:
This is the title of the activity
as well as a short phrase
describing the main idea
The preparation thermometer
gives a general idea of how much
work is required for you to prepare
to teach this activity on a scale of 1-10.

The glossary provides terms that can be
looked up in the back of this guide. There,
you’ll find links to articles and descriptions
to help you better understand the topics
covered in the activity.

This provides step-by-step
instructions to prepare
to teach this activity

How are you feeling?
[Facial Recognition as a form of
artificial intelligence]

This provides a general
estimate of how
long it takes to run the
activity.

Activity Instructions
1. Read students the following:

Preparation
Thermometer

Preparation

2

Time Estimate

1. Print and cut out the “face”
cards. (Read through the
activity. That’s about it!).

You pick up your phone and see a new email from Sadina. “Maybe it’s about Rio! Is he okay?!” you think, and quickly open it. It
says: “Will Rio remember my face if we give him a new brain?” Hmmm, you think. You remember a passage from the Talk to Me
story:
“I was thinking,” [Sadina] began.
“Yeah, got that,” said Paulie, “from the way your forehead was all wrinkled up,
like it hurt.”
Wait, you think, this is something else Rio’s brain will need to do! After all, being friends with Sadina means being able to tell
when she’s sad and cheer her up. But how could an artificial brain do that—how do I even do that?

2. Write the open window questions on a whiteboard, hand them out, or read them aloud.

This provides a list
of the materials
necessary to run the
activity.
The “big idea for kids”
provides context. You
can introduce the
activity or answer
student questions
about why the activity is
relevant using this
statement. It also
provides connections to
how “real-world”
engineers think about
the topic.

3. If you have more than 6 students, divide students into pairs or groups of three or four.

Materials
--Printed “Face” cards
--Printable worksheet if desired
--Computers to complete the online
facial recognition activity (if possible)
--Two large pieces of poster board
--Markers or pens (one for every 2
students is enough)

4. Give one set of the “face” cards to each group. Ask students to work together to group the faces on the cards by
age. Tell students to make sure that every member of the group provides an opinion for each card and that
disagreements are important!

Glossary
Facial Recognition

This is a short list of
Imaginative
Education Tools used
in the activity. Over time,
we hope you’ll develop
a natural sense of how
IE tools work.

6. Now ask students to identify emotions for each person in the set, or have them group people by emotion.
7. Again, ask them to identify specific things that made a person seem “happy” or “sad” (or any emotion). Were there
any people who were hard to identify or about whom group members disagreed? Why?
8. If possible, have students complete this online activity:
http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/ei_quiz/
9. Ask each student to write one thing they would tell an artificial brain to look for to identify an emotion or
emotions on one of the poster boards. On the other poster board, each student should write one thing they would
tell an artificial brain to look for to identify age.

BIG IDEA for Kids

You already know that some tasks are easier or
harder for machines. There are some things
you do every day—-like “reading”
emotions—that are pretty tough for machines!
In this activity, you’ll explore how hard it might
be to transfer your emotion-reading abilities to
a machine. Engineers are already developing
facial recognition software, which is used for
advertising and security.

10. Each student should then respond to one comment someone else wrote on each poster board.

Open the Window
Is “reading emotions” a particularly human
form of intelligence?
How hard would it be for a machine to read
emotions?
How do you know how someone feels
based on his or her facial expressions?

11. Put the poster boards where everyone can see them. Have each student provide one observation about what is
written on the posters. This could be something like, “a lot of people disagreed about how to identify sadness” or “a
lot of people were confused about how to identify age.” It should not be an opinion.
12. Have students discuss in groups how difficult it would be for an artificial brain to identify emotions. Each group
should draft an email back to Sadina telling her if they think an artificial brain will be able to recognize her and why.
13. Ask students to choos and complete one of the “view from my window” prompts in their journals.
14. Provide students with the Extended Learning Question (optional).

“Open the Window” questions are designed to
get kids thinking about the topic involved in this
activity. They should be used to foster discussion
and can be used to refocus kids if necessary.
There are no “right” answers to these questions!

How are you feeling?
These prompts can be
given to students to
think about outside
of program time.
If used, you should
ask students to share
their thoughts or findings
during the next meeting.

5. Ask students to share why they grouped the way they did. What specifically made someone look older or
younger? Were there any that were hard to classify or that members of the group disagreed on?

These are the
instructions
that outline
how to run this
activity. They
are designed to
be step-by-step
and easy to
follow.

View From My Window:

Extended/Family Learning
Between now and the next time we meet, brainstorm some possible uses for facial recognition
software. Also, try identifying the facial expressions of your family and friends as well as some
strangers. What do you notice? Is it harder to “read” some people than others?

Imaginative Education Tools
Forming Images, Sense of Mystery, Story, Sense of Reality, Extremes and Limits of Reality, Wonder,
Humanizing of Meaning

Teacher Notes:

These open-ended
prompts are abookend
to the ”Open the
Window” questions.
These prompts keep
students thinking
and can be used to see
how student thinking has
changed. There is a
list of general prompts
provided in this guide
that can be used for any
activity. Some activities
have specific prompts
found here.

This is a space for YOU! Write your thoughts
about the activity, ideas you had about how
to improve it, etc. Share these ideas with us
at www.teamthroughmywindow.org!
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Artificial Intelligence Learning Adventure Intro
Key Ideas:
--Intelligence is complicated. Experts and others have different ideas about intelligence.
--Understanding artificial (machine) intellience requires understanding the nature of intelligence
itself.
--Engineers strive to understand intelligence in order to better design intelligent machines that
think like humans.

How is Artificial Intelligence (AI) Engineering? Why teach it?

This learning adventure explores intelligence and its connection to engineering and technology. Using
ideas about human intelligence and intelligence more broadly, engineers can create “artificial
intelligence,” that is, impart “human” intelligence into machines or technology (Classical AI) or design
technology that can itself “create” intelligence (future AI). In fact, understanding how the brain works-”reverse-engineering the brain”-- and understanding how engineers design intelligent machines--that is,
machines that replicate human intelligence--is one of the “Grand Challenges of Engineering” as set forth
by The National Academy of Engineering.
The implications and benefits of understanding the brain are many. In addition to advances in the
treatment of brain injuries and diseases and advancements in communications technology and computer
simulations, understanding the brain will allow the design of intelligent machines with even more
significant societal impacts. Already, machines that compute, perform voice or facial recognition, respond
to human prompts, and sense and monitor human activity are routine in today’s society. The future
capabilities of these machines--the limits and extremes of their “intelligence” and their ability to replicate
human thinking--are dependent upon the engineer’s insight into human intelligence and the workings of
the human brain.
One example of artificial intelligence is computers that try to appear more human in what they can do
(you may have seen “chatterbots” computers that act like humans, on shopping websites like Ikea, for
example). Other important themes in the learning adventure include how artificial intelligence fits into
the broader scope of technology's human roots and place in human society. For example, (“intelligent”)
computers are the result of human invention and are used to further human goals.
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Artificial Intelligence Learning Adventure Intro
Why is Artificial Intelligence a good topic for students of this age?
Students are immersed in a world of ever-increasing intelligent machines and technology
and they’re fascinated by them! These mystifyingly “smart” machines appeal to their sense
of wonder--how can something the size of a candy bar provide games, look up information,
give directions, connect students to other people around the world, and act so much like a
human? Will robots or machines really take over the world like all the science fiction books
and movies show? Students who already have an interest in robotics will find this unit
accessible and engaging.
Robotics has already proven an effective way to get students interested in science and
engineering, and using some similar ideas (but expanding and providing greater context
about how engineering helps people) this learning adventure provides an even more
accessible and engaging entry to engineering.

What is the story of the unit?
What is intelligence? What distinguishes computer thinking from human thinking? Are
computers intelligent in the same ways humans are? Will a computer ever be smarter than
a human?
These are just some of the questions (many relating to the limits and extremes of
technology) that arise from the subject of Artificial Intelligence. Within this unit, students
follow the story of Rio, a middle-school boy from the Talk to Me novel, who falls off a cliff
while trying to save his dog on a camping trip. He wakes up only to find his brain has been
taken out of his head, and the researchers who took it out are soon going to destroy it.
His best friend, Sadina (one of the novel’s main characters), needs the student’s help to see
if they can create an artificial brain for Rio to keep him alive. The student explores Dr. Ecks’
(a brain engineer) mansion on a desperate quest to find clues about how to create this
artificial brain.
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Artificial Intelligence Learning Adventure Intro
What implicit Imaginative Education connections exist in this topic?
AI provides particularly easy connections to Egan’s ideas about imaginative education. This unit
provides a rich opportunity to explore technological literacy; according to IE theory, Mythic and
Romantic learners are particularly interested in limits and extremes of reality and humanization of
knowledge. The questions and ideas that frame this unit were developed according to these
understandings and include “Do you think chatterbots will ever pass for human?” How are humans and
computers different?” and “Are computers smarter than humans?” These questions encourage students
to consider what makes humans and technology different by examining the most extreme limits of
technology and knowledge.

Outline: What does the unit look like?
The online unit contains a graphic novel and three virtual “mansion rooms” which include online
activities.
GRAPHIC NOVEL: Students hear the background about Rio’s camping trip, how he was injured, and why
he needs a new brain. As Rio, Sadina, and the user/student arrive at Dr. Ecks’ (a brain engineer‘s)
mansion, Rio faints and Sadina has to stay behind to take care of him. It’s the student’s job to continue
on and find a way to save Rio!
ROOM 1: In room one, students explore the question of “what is intelligence?” After all, it’s
impossible to determine whether computers can be intelligent if we don’t understand what intelligence
is. This idea is fundamental.
ROOM 2: In room two, students look at what kinds of “intelligent” tasks are easy and hard for machines
as well as systems of rules machines follow in order to act. For example, is it easier to make machines
“intelligent” about some things than others? What would a new brain for Rio need to be able to do and
would it be possible to create that intelligence?
ROOM 3: In room three, students compare artificial intelligence to human intelligence to see how the
two currently measure up. Right now, could a computer pass for a human (put a different way, are there
any artificial brains that could work to replace Rio’s brain)? Knowing what you know about what d
istinguishes human and computer intelligence, what questions could you ask a chatterbot to test its
intelligence?
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Artificial Intelligence Learning Adventure Intro
How do we hope students see Artificial Intelligence, and
engineering more broadly, at the end of this learning adventure?
--the study of human intelligence and the workings of the human brain is a very important engineering
issue
--engineers set goals based on helping society and need to include diverse perspectives in achieving
these goals
--engineers deal with many ethical issues -- and even create ethical dilemmas -- even when the goal is
to help society
--artificial intelligence is “real” (that is, not really artificial) and has a broad range of applications and
implications

How does the AI unit connect to curriculum standards?
The AI learning adventure connects particularly to NGSS standards 7 and
8, which focus on “engaging in argument from evidence” and “obtaining,
evaluating, and communicating information.” The learning adventure
includes journaling prompts (that encourage both writing and
visual/graphic representation of ideas), discussions and sharing ideas with
other students, evaluating and compiling ideas from other students and
outside sources, and setting ground rules to encourage productive
dialogue.

What is the recommended order of the online and offline content?
What Do You Think?
Your Ideas Count!
Online Graphic Novel: Rio’s Brain
Does My Brain Have a Mind of Its Own?
Online Room 1
Online Room 2
How Are You Feeling?
Computer Goes to Kindergarten
Tell Me What to Do!
Imitation Game
Online Room 3 and Conclusion
Robots as Caretakers
An Eye for AI
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What Do You Think?

[Students journal about the “big ideas” of Artificial Intelligence]

Preparation
Thermometer

0

Time Estimate
45 minutes

Preparation
If desired, print the “Open the
Window” questions for students
to answer (see the activity
instructions).

Materials
--Pencils and pens
--Paper, journals, post-it notes, or a
whiteboard

Glossary

BIG IDEA for Kids

Engineers design machines to help people
and often run into questions concerning what
that really means. In responding to the needs
of society, engineers are designing machines
that take care of people that need special
care—like elderly people or babies. As with
all engineering design, sometimes responding
to this need creates new conflicts and ethical
dilemmas.

Open the Window
--Do you think everything the brain does could be written as a
computer code? Another way to ask this question is: Do you think
everything your brain does could be summarized as a list of rules
(for example, to get up in the morning, sit up, put feet on the floor,
lift body off the bed)? Why or why not?
--What makes something alive? Do you think viruses (like the cold
virus) is alive? Are computers alive? What about robots?
--How would you describe artificial intelligence? What is it?
--Can a machine be creative, have feelings, or have emotions? How
do you know?
--How would you define intelligence? How do you know if something or someone is intelligent?
--How would you define “thinking”? Can machines “think”? Can
plants “think”? Can animals “think”?
--Do you think a robot would make a good friend? Why or why not?
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Activity Instructions
This activity is designed to get students thinking, but it’s mostly designed for you to get a better
idea of what your students do and don’t know about artificial intelligence and intelligence generally. The activity consists of a list of questions (see “Open the Window”). There are a number of
ways you can run this activity:
1. Pass out the questions and have students journal about them (you should collect the journals
to see what students write); and/or
2. Have a class discussion about the questions; and/or
3. Pass out the questions to small groups of students and have them discuss. They can either
record their ideas on paper or explain them to the rest of the students; and/or
4. Complete a sticky note or marker talk (see how-tos in this guide). At the end of the time
period, students should summarize their ideas on a large piece of paper, in their journals, or on a
whiteboard to be kept for the rest of the learning adventure.
You may want to take notes about things students understand in order to make sure you address
them at some point during the learning adventure.
Have students re-discuss these ideas regularly in any of the ways described above. In particular,
these questions can be used at the end of the learning adventure in order to see how student
thinking has changed (i.e. as a form of assessment).
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What Do You Think?
View From My Window:
None for this activity, since students are just writing their thoughts.

Extended/Family Learning
After completing this activity, see whether you notice anything around you that you hadn’t noticed before.
Do you see anything that you think represents artificial intelligence or anything that represents what
intelligence is?

Imaginative Education Tools
Forming images, sense of mystery, sense of reality, wonder, humanizing of meaning

Teacher Notes:
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Your Ideas Count!
[Setting Ground Rules for Classroom
Discussion]
Preparation
Thermometer

1-2

Time Estimate
30 Minutes

Preparation
Read through the activity and
prepare the materials. To best
understand this activity, also
read through some of the
articles referenced in the
glossary.

Materials
-- Poster board or white board
-- Copy(ies) of the Talk to Me novel,
the audiobook, or computers so
students can reread a chapter of the
novel
-- Students’ Journals are needed
during the activity (not just for the
“View From My Window”)

Glossary
-Ground Rules
-Classroom
discourse

BIG IDEA for Kids
Setting “Ground Rules” (rules that we
create for our own discussions) is one
engineers make everyone feel safe and
comfortable enough to participate in
discussions. The best discussions
happen when everyone shares ideas
and helps improve the ideas of others.

Open the Window
How can we have the best class discussion
possible?
Have you ever felt unsafe or uncomfortable
when teachers ask you to talk in groups
with other students?
Have there been other times when you felt
safe?
What was it that made a specific group chat
better or worse?
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Activity Instructions
1. Have students “free write” in their journals for about 5 minutes about the open
window questions.
2. Ask students to reread Talk to Me chapter 23. You can also play the audio book
chapter or read aloud.
3. Split students into pairs or groups of three or four. Provide them with the
following questions (either by printing them out or writing them on a white
board):
-- Is the discussion between Sadina and her friends a good one? What makes it
good and what makes it bad?
-- Are there any ground rules in their conversation? What are they?
-- Are there any ground rules you think could improve their conversation? What
are they?
4. Ask students to discuss the questions as well as their answers from the free
write with other members of their group. Each group should make a list of any 3
of the following:
-- Rules that help create good discussion
-- Examples of good discussion (a couple of quotes, for example)
-- Examples of bad discussion
-- Things good participants do
-- Things bad participants do
5. Ask groups to share their ideas with the rest of the students. Using everyone’s
ideas, create a class list of ground rules and a list of things good participants do.
Remind students that these rules are their own, and they can provide the rules
they want to see in their space. Put the list on a whiteboard or poster board. The
rules should either stay on the board or poster board or be typed up and handed
out so students can reference them.
6. Provide students with the extended learning question (optional). If you do,
make sure to start the next meeting day with a short discussion.
7. Follow up during the rest of the program by reminding students of ground
rules when appropriate and by giving them opportunities to revise their ground
rules every so often (about every week).
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Your Ideas Count!
View From My Window:

Extended/Family Learning
See if you notice unwritten “ground rules” other places you go. What are they?

Imaginative Education Tools
Story

Teacher Notes:
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Does My Brain Have a Mind of Its Own?
[An exploration of where human consciousness exists--and, thus, where humans exist in
body or mind--as well as the possibility of machine consciousness. Based on Daniel
Dennett’s story “Where Am I?]
Preparation
Thermometer

9

Time Estimate
6-8 hour-long
sessions

Preparation
1. Read Daniel Dennett’s Where Am I?
(In this philosophical essay, written in
1978, Dennett explores what might
happen were his brain separated from
his physical body. Where, then, would
his real self reside--in his brain, or in his
body? (link to story in glossary)
2. Print Rio’s “Comic Book” for students
to read and share.

Materials
--Poster board
--Paper brain handouts/cutouts
--Drawing/art supplies
--Tape/glue
--Flashlight
--Computers, dictionaries, etc. for defining
vocabulary words

Glossary
Daniel Dennett
Where Am I
Reverse Engineering
the Brain

BIG IDEA for Kids

What is consciousness, and how is it human? Do
machines have consciousness? The characteristics
of consciousness and intelligence are important
concepts that have real world engineering
impacts. For engineers to design machines with
artificial intelligence—that is, machines that are
intelligent in human ways—they must first
understand the nature of human intelligence and
human consciousness—how it works and where it
exists.

Open the Window
Rio read the story Where Am I? by Daniel
Dennett before he fell asleep and had that
weird dream. Read it yourself, or read
Rio’s comic book. What does Rio’s dream
have to do with artificial intelligence?
Brainstorm answers to Rio’s question,
“Where’s the real me? In my brain … or in
my body? Where am I?”
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Activity Instructions
1. For the following words, have students come up with a definition of each term. Make sure that no two words have the
same definition. In other words, it’s the students’ job to distinguish each term from the others. Students should be encouraged to use the internet, dictionaries, books, articles, or any other source, and display their responses around the room, in
their journals, or in other ways.
brain, mind, life, body, person, thought, consciousness, life, computing
2. Students read Rio’s comic book and/or Dennett’s Where Am I? independently or aloud in groups. Students can act out
voices and/or comic in comic book, and can explore various ideas in the bomb, brain, and computer “comic books” at the
end of the Rio’s comic. Dennett’s Where Am I? can be read aloud in sections, with students identifying challenging words
and concepts for further exploration.
3. Watch the Dennett Where Am I? video— http://youtu.be/m8cuAE3Os4o (about 5 min.) Students can search for other
videos that deal with this topic.
4. In pairs, students profile one another from the shoulders up on poster board, using flashlight, tracing, etc. Student cut
out their “heads” and a “paper” brain. Brains are placed in heads and “decorated” with students’ perception of their intelligence and consciousness. What do intelligence and consciousness look like, and where are they? Can they be represented
graphically? Have students photograph and compare their work!
5. Research the workings of the human brain. The level of inquiry can be as in-depth as teachers or students permit. List
interactive websites and other great sources! Findings about the brain can be expressed in artwork, journal entries, letter
to scientists, videos and music, etc. Post something to our Through My Window Facebook page!
https://www.facebook.com/TeamThroughMyWindow
6. “Remove” brains from bodies. Students can “relocate” their brains, either into other heads or into the classroom “brain
vat” and then think deeply about where they exist relative to their brain’s whereabouts. Where is their intelligence?
Consciousness?
If students have read Dennett’s Where Am I?, encourage a debate between whether Dennett is Yorick (brain) or Hamlet
(body).
--Break students into teams and flip a coin for which side of the argument you will take. One team will be called Yorick and
the other team will be called Hamlet.
--Each team brainstorms a list of arguments for their half of the argument. Allow teams five minutes to organize ideas.
--Yorick’s team will go first; half of the team will present the team’s arguments. Each member will have one minute to
present their point. Hamlet’s team will present their arguments with the same procedure outlined above.
--Both teams will break away and have three minutes to organize a rebuttal of the other team’s argument.
--Yorick’s other half of the team will present the rebuttal—one minute per student. Hamlet’s team will present their
rebuttals in the same procedure outlined above.
--The teacher will award a point for each well-stated point and 2 points for each well-stated rebuttal. Each team will also
be awarded a score out of 10 for presentation skills.
7. Students design intelligent machines, on paper or out of other arts/crafts supplies, and explore the following questions
through writing assignments, marker talks, or a sticky note idea board:
--Do their machines have consciousness?
--In what ways are their machines intelligent?
--How do they replicate human intelligence?
--If student brains are “placed” in machines, are the machines now human? Why or why not?
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Does My Brain Have a Mind of Its Own?
View From My Window:
--Do you think your body is conscious without your brain in it?
--What does it mean to be conscious? Are you conscious when you’re asleep or if you pass out?
--Can consciousness be created? Is it necessary for human intelligence? Artificial intelligence?
--Imagine that the year is 2200 and we have the technology to build anything we want. Do you believe we could make a computer
that’s conscious?
--Do you think a computer can be creative? Have feelings? Be able to make choices?
--How could you tell whether or not the computer really is creative, has feelings, or is making choices?
--Do you think animals are conscious? If so, do you think are all animals conscious?

Extended/Family Learning

--Observe people around you. How do you see consciousness in people? In machines?

Imaginative Education Tools
Story, sense of reality, extremes and limits of reality

Teacher Notes:
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How are you feeling?
[Facial Recognition as a form of
artificial intelligence]
Preparation
Thermometer

1

Time Estimate
45 min, depending
on group size

Preparation
1. Print and cut out the “face”
cards. (Read through the
activity. That’s about it!).

Materials
--Printed “Face” cards
--Printable worksheet if desired
--Computers to complete the online
facial recognition activity (if possible)
--Two large pieces of poster board
--Markers or pens (one for every 2
students is enough)

Glossary
Facial Recognition

BIG IDEA for Kids

You already know that some tasks are easier
or harder for machines. There are some things
you do every day—-like “reading” emotionsthat are pretty tough for machines! In this
activity, you’ll explore how hard it might be to
transfer your emotion-reading abilities to a
machine. Engineers are already developing
facial recognition software, which is used for
advertising and security.

Open the Window
Is “reading emotions” a particularly human
form of intelligence?
How hard would it be for a machine to read
emotions?
How do you know how someone feels
based on his or her facial expressions?
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Activity Instructions
1. Read students the following:
You pick up your phone and see a new email from Sadina. “Maybe it’s about Rio! Is he okay?!” you think, and quickly open it. It
says: “Will Rio remember my face if we give him a new brain?” Hmmm, you think. You remember a passage from the Talk to Me
story:
“I was thinking,” [Sadina] began.
“Yeah, got that,” said Paulie, “from the way your forehead was all wrinkled up,
like it hurt.”
Wait, you think, this is something else Rio’s brain will need to do! After all, being friends with Sadina means being able to tell
when she’s sad and cheer her up. But how could an artificial brain do that—how do I even do that?

2. Write the open window questions on a whiteboard, hand them out, or read them aloud.
3. If you have more than 6 students, divide students into pairs or groups of three or four.
4. Give one set of the “face” cards to each group. Ask students to work together to group the faces on the cards by
age. Tell students to make sure that every member of the group provides an opinion for each card and that
disagreements are important!
5. Ask students to share why they grouped the way they did. What specifically made someone look older or
younger? Were there any that were hard to classify or that members of the group disagreed on?
6. Now ask students to identify emotions for each person in the set, or have them group people by emotion.
7. Again, ask them to identify specific things that made a person seem “happy” or “sad” (or any emotion). Were there
any people who were hard to identify or about whom group members disagreed? Why?
8. If possible, have students complete this online activity:
http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/ei_quiz/
9. Ask each student to write one thing they would tell an artificial brain to look for to identify an emotion or emotions on one of the poster boards. On the other poster board, each student should write one thing they would tell
an artificial brain to look for to identify age.
10. Each student should then respond to one comment someone else wrote on each poster board.
11. Put the poster boards where everyone can see them. Have each student provide one observation about what is
written on the posters. This could be something like, “a lot of people disagreed about how to identify sadness” or “a
lot of people were confused about how to identify age.” It should not be an opinion.
12. Have students discuss in groups how difficult it would be for an artificial brain to identify emotions. Each group
should draft an email back to Sadina telling her if they think an artificial brain will be able to recognize her and why.
13. Ask students to choose and complete one of the “View From My Window” prompts in their journals.
14. Provide students with the Extended Learning Question (optional).
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How are you feeling?
View From My Window:

Extended/Family Learning
Between now and the next time we meet, brainstorm some possible uses for facial recognition software. Also, try identifying the facial expressions of your family and friends as well as some strangers.
What do you notice? Is it harder to “read” some people than others?

Imaginative Education Tools
Forming Images, Sense of Mystery, Story, Sense of Reality, Extremes and Limits of Reality, Wonder,
Humanizing of Meaning

Teacher Notes:
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Computer Goes to Kindergarten
[Students explore basic computer programming]

Preparation
Thermometer

5

Time Estimate
1:00; add 30 minutes
for vocabulary
if desired

Preparation
Spend some time finding sources
for students to use in order to research
the history of computer programming,
if desired (see step one).

Materials
--pens or pencils
--attached handout
--computers, if available

Glossary

BIG IDEA for Kids

Computers would be nothing without us.
Humans, design, create, build and
program computers to calculate, process,
search, and think. In this activity, you can
explore the basics of how engineers
“teach” computers what to do!

Open the Window
--Programming a computer is about teaching
it a set of rules to follow. What rules do you
follow at home, at school, on sports teams or
with your friends that ‘program’ your brain?
--How hard do you think it would be for a
computer to follow those same rules?
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Activity Instructions
1. If desired, have students research and then spend time discussing the history of computer programming, including looking at examples of old and new programming languages
2. If computers are available spend 30 minutes at a programing site like code.org
3. Divide students into teams of 2-3 people. One is robot, while the others are programmers or commanders.
4. Explain that the robot must follow all instructions – to the letter! The robot can do only what he or she
is asked, but cannot try to interpret or guess what the programmers want. If a certain instruction is
unclear, the robot should stay still and not follow the command. He or she can even say “error.”
5. Commanders choose a specific task for the robot to perform. Sample tasks might include getting a
certain supply out of a cabinet, writing a specific phrase in a book, etc. The tasks should require a number
of steps to complete and should be possible within the classroom space.
6. Commanders write each step the robot must take to complete the task. If the task is throwing something away, the instructions can’t just be “throw away that paper.” They must include steps like “pick up
that piece of paper. Stand up. Walk to the trash can. Drop the paper into the trash can.” At the first run of
the program there must be no verbal instructions -- the robot only reads the sheet of instructions. Directions should be followed exactly.
6. Each group should document and ‘bugs’ and be prepared to correct them in the next program
7. After fixing the bugs, each group should get the robot to do the same task again. This time, instead of
writing the instructions beforehand, groups should use verbal instructions and record them as they are
spoken. They should try to make the program less complicated than the previous version while still
creating a program that works.
8. If there is time, students can repeat the activity with other partners or groups, and/or choose different
tasks for the robot to complete.
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Computer Goes to Kindergarten
View From My Window:
Do you think the process we used today is how engineers program computers and artificially intelligent machines? Why or why
not?

Extended/Family Learning
When you go home or to school tomorrow pay attention to the rules that are around you.
What rules are written and obvious? What rules exist that guide you through your day?

Imaginative Education Tools
Sense of reality, play, change and role-play

Teacher Notes:
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Computer Goes to Kindergarten
Your mission is to get the “robot” member of your group to complete a specific task
within the classroom.
What is your chosen task: __________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Write the specific commands needed to get your “robot” to complete this task:
Command 1: ______________________________________________________
Command 2: ______________________________________________________
Command 3: ______________________________________________________
Command 4: ______________________________________________________
Command 5: ______________________________________________________
Command 6: ______________________________________________________
Command 7: ______________________________________________________
Command 8: ______________________________________________________
Command 9: ______________________________________________________
Command 10: _____________________________________________________

Was your program successful on the first try?______________________________________
What was the first “bug” you found?___________________________________________

How will you fix it?_____________________________________________________

As you say them, write the specific commands used to get your “robot” to complete the task:
Command 1: ______________________________________________________
Command 2: ______________________________________________________
Command 3: ______________________________________________________
Command 4: ______________________________________________________
Command 5: ______________________________________________________
Command 6: ______________________________________________________
Command 7: ______________________________________________________
Command 8: ______________________________________________________
Command 9: ______________________________________________________
Command 10: _____________________________________________________
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Tell Me What to Do!
[Students explore the difficulties of
giving instruction]
Preparation
Thermometer

2-4

Time Estimate

Prep Option 3

45 minutes
Prep Option 2

Prep Option 1
If you want to run this activity using
obstacle courses, create relatively
simple obstacle courses in the
classroom. Create either one course
or two identical courses. They should
involve things like turning, hopping
into or out of hula hoops, bending
down and picking up objects,
jumping over small items (like folded
blankets), etc.

If you want to run this activity using
pens and paper, set up stations with
two students facing one another.
There will need to be some kind of
barrier between them so the
students can’t see each other’s
desks. If you don’t have barriers
available, set them up back-to-back.
Each desk should have a pen and a
sheet or two of paper on it.

If you want to run this activity
using multicolored blocks,
follow the same procedure as
for pen and paper except place
multicolored blocks on each
desk instead of a pen and paper.

Materials
Hula Hoops, chairs, jump ropes, blankets,
hats, a stopwatch, a large poster board, and
cloth for blindfolds
OR
pens and paper (one pen and two pieces of
paper per student), a stopwatch, and a large
poster board
OR
blocks in a variety of shapes, a stopwatch,
and a large poster board. Each student
should have one identical set of blocks.

BIG IDEA for Kids
In “How Are You Feeling,” we discussed the idea
that machines might be able to recognize that
the sides of the mouth being higher than the
center means someone is happy, for example.
Similarly, programming machines with artificial
intelligence often means providing them with
rules or guidelines to follow in order to complete
a particular task. However, writing or giving
instructions can be harder than you think!

Open the Window
How can you give the best instructions possible?
What makes giving directions challenging?
Do you think artificial intelligence will always be
created by giving machines rules or guidelines?
Can you imagine any other technologies that
might be invented in order to allow machines to
learn on their own?
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Activity Instructions
1. Read students the following:

Your phone rings. You answer. It’s Sadina again. “Hey,” she asks, “Do you remember how to get from Rio’s house to SCARE?”
“Yeah,” you say. “Go left by that big tree, then take a right by that pizza place, and go straight a few blocks--”
“Wait,” Sadina interrupts. “The oak tree or the willow?”
Uh oh, you think. Maybe this isn’t going to be as easy as I thought.
“Sorry,” Sadina adds. “Giving instructions over the phone is tough.”
“But think about it,” you say, “We are going to have to give Rio’s brain some directions about how to do all kinds of stuff. That’s going
to be hard.”
“You’re right,” she says. “See if you can find some good ways to give instructions!”

2. Put students in pairs. Each group should choose one member to be the “’instructor.”

Obstacle Courses
3. Explain the appropriate steps to
go through the obstacle course.
4. Blindfold the students who are
not the instructors. If you have
one obstacle course, one pair will
go at once. If you have two
courses, two pairs will go at once.
6. When you say “start,” the
instructor should guide the
blindfolded student as quickly as
possible using only verbal instructions. Record how long it takes for
each blindfolded student to
correctly complete the course. If a
student makes a mistake, she
should back up to fix it.
7. Have students discuss with
their partners the easiest and
hardest parts of giving and
receiving instructions. They
should discuss how they would do
the course differently.
8. Have each pair do the course
again with the same instructor and
follower. The goal is for them to
improve their time.

Pen and Paper
3. Instructors gather out of earshot
of their partners. Together, they
should come up with a simple
drawing and all of them should
draw it on their paper. It should be
simple enough to replicate.

Blocks
3. Instructors get together out of
earshot of their partners. Together,
they should come up with a simple
design/arrangement of blocks.

4. Instructors return to their
partners without showing them
the drawing. When you start the
timer, instructors tell their partners
how to draw the picture. When a
group thinks they are finished,
check their drawings. If they
match, mark down the time. If they
don’t, the instructor has to help her
partner fix the drawing without
them looking at each others’
papers.

4. Instructors return to their
partners and put the agreed-upon
block arrangement on their desk
without showing it to the partner.
When you start the timer, instructors tell their partners how to make
the arrangement. When a group
thinks they are finished, you
should check their blocks. If they
match, mark down the time. If
they don’t, the instructor has to
help her partner fix the arrangement without looking at each
other’s arrangements.

5. Once everyone finishes, the
pairs should discuss the easiest
and hardest parts of giving and
receiving instructions. They should
talk about how they would give
instructions differently.

5. Once everyone finishes, the
pairs should discuss the easiest
and hardest parts of giving and
receiving instructions. They should
discuss how they would give
instructions differently.

6. Repeat the activity with the
same instructors. The goal is for
each pair to improve their time.

6. Repeat the activity with the
same instructors. The goal is for
each pair to improve their time.

To Conclude

--Have students write down in their journals one tip they have for giving good instructions. They should discuss
with the class and create their “best list.” (This can be put onto a poster board, if desired).
--Have students journal about the “View From My Window” prompts on the next page.
--Give students the extended learning question, if desired.
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Tell Me What to Do!
View From My Window:
Extended/Family Learning

Do you think it would be possible to give a machine instructions to do all the things a human does?
Can you imagine that machines will ever be able to “learn” instead of only follow instructions?
Write some of your ideas about what those machines might be like.

Extended/Family
Learning
Imaginative
Education
Tools:
See if you notice anyone giving instructions to someone else between now and the next time we
meet. What do you notice about the instructions they give?

Imaginative Education Tools
Story; Forming Images; Games, Drama, and Play; Change and Role-Play

Teacher Notes:
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The Imitation Game

[Students learn to ask good questions in order to determine
to whom they’re talking]
Preparation
Thermometer

Preparation

2

Time Estimate

This is a complex activity. Read
through it more than once
before doing it in class. In
addition, read the glossary
materials so you have a handle
on the purpose of the imitation
game and Turing test.

30-45 minutes

Materials
--Post-it Notes or small pieces of paper
(quarter-sheets, for example)
--A pen and paper (just one for you) or a
white board or poster board and a marker

BIG IDEA for Kids

Before we determine whether engineers have
created artificial intelligence good enough to
pass for human intelligence, we need some
practice asking good questions! Instead of
testing a human and a computer, in this
activity we test whether we can determine
who is a boy and who is a girl by asking
questions.

Glossary
Turing Test

Open the Window
--If you were talking to a boy and a girl, but both the boy
and girl were pretending to be a girl, how would you
figure out who is who?
--What are “stereotypes”? Are they a good or bad thing?
Should we use them to help us make decisions, and why
or why not?
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Activity Instructions
1. Read students the following:
Your phone buzzes. It’s a text—“Hi.” The number is unfamiliar.
You text back. “Who is this?”
“Either Catalina or Paulie. You figure it out.”
You know immediately it’s Paulie. Catalina would never risk being mistaken for Paulie, even if it were part of a game. If Paulie
had said anyone besides Catalina, it probably would have taken longer to figure out.
Hmm, you think. This might make some good practice. If I’m going to have to test artificial brains for Rio by asking them
questions, maybe I can practice by asking questions to figure out whether I’m talking to a guy or a girl.
2. Explain that you will choose one boy and one girl from the class. The boy’s goal is to convince the class that he is the girl.
The girl’s goal is to convince the class that she is the girl, but she must answer honestly. The class’ goal is to ask good questions
to figure out who the girl really is.
3. Choose one boy and one girl. They should go to the back of the room or in the hallway where no one can see them.
4. Choose a “messenger.” This person must silently choose to assign the letter A to either the boy or the girl and B to the other.
5. The rest of the class should come up with questions to ask the boy and girl to figure out who the real girl is. When someone
comes up with a question, the boy and girl should each write their answer on a post it note. The messenger should pick up the
notes from them and read them to the class. On a wall, table, floor, or white board, the messenger should put all the “A” notes
together and all the “B” notes together.
6. After the class receives each answer, one or two members of the class should say who they think the real girl is and why.
Record these reasons on a white board, poster board, or piece of paper.
7. After 10-20 questions, have the class vote on who is the boy and who is the girl.
8. Have the messenger, boy, and girl reveal the correct answer.
9. Now that they know who the real girl was, ask a few students to share what they thought the best question was and why.
Record these answers on the same white board, poster board, or piece of paper.
10. Ask the boy to reveal his strategies for trying to convince the class. Record these as well.
11. Ask students to make observations about what strategies members of the class (including the boy) used. Reread what
you’ve recorded or show students what’s on the white board or poster board. In particular, ask students whether they think
they used “stereotypes,” or ideas/assumptions about what it means to “be a girl.”
14. Using another poster board, piece of paper, or white board, ask students (as a class) to make a list of:
--The best questions or kinds of questions for determining who is the real girl
15. Returning to the beginning of the activity, ask students to discuss or journal about the following questions:
--Are there any stereotypes of humans vs. computers? What are they?
--Should computers be able to fit some human stereotypes? For example, do we want robots to have emotions? Why or why
not?
--If we wanted to tell a computer how to tell the difference between a boy and a girl’s answers, would it be a good idea to use
stereotypes of boys and girls?
--Do you think any of the questions we listed would also work well for determining whether you’re talking to a machine or a
human (instead of a boy or a girl)? If not, what questions do they think would work well? Have them make a list in their journal.
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The Imitation Game
View From My Window:

Extended/Family Learning
See if you notice yourself using stereotypes outside of our time together. What are you using them for?
Why? Is it a good strategy? Why or why not?

Imaginative Education Tools
Story, sense of mystery, games, drama and play, sense of reality, extremes and limits of reality

Teacher Notes:
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Would Robots Make Good Caretakers?
[Students explore whether robots have or can possess the necessary intelligence to be good caregivers for those who need special care.]
Preparation
Thermometer

1

Time Estimate
1 hour (3 hours
with movie)

Preparation

Educators may want to do some
preliminary research online using
search terms such as “robots are
caretakers” or “robots as caregivers”, or
discover other search terms that yield
good information. Videos might
engage students, too! If students will
not have online access, printing a few
key articles or images for student use
is recommended.

Materials
--Computers or relevant articles for
student research
--Movie “Robot & Frank,” if desired

Glossary
None for this activity

BIG IDEA for Kids

Engineers design machines to help people
and often run into questions concerning what
that really means. In responding to the needs
of society, engineers are designing machines
that take care of people that need special
care—like elderly people or babies. As with
all engineering design, sometimes responding
to this need creates new conflicts and ethical
dilemmas.

Open the Window
--Do you have elderly relatives in the
family—a grandparent, perhaps? What
type of special care does this person
need? Who provides that care? Would
you let a robot take care of this person?
Why or why not?
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Activity Instructions
1. Ask students to imagine and discuss/write/draw what their family will look like 20-, 30-, or 40-yrs from now. Who
will need care and who will provide it? Would you leave your parent or grandparent with a robot? Students can
expand this to research what their community to look at demographics in their community, state, or country; let
them “paint” a picture of our aging population and represent it interesting ways.
2. Students imagine they are engineers working on a design team that is designing robots to take care of the
elderly. Ask them to determine how they would start this design and what they would need to know to begin.
Students can compile lists of questions and resources in small groups and then aggregate.
3. Students research robots as caregivers through online sources, articles, etc.
4. Students compare qualities of good human caregiver with their perception of machine qualities. What types of
human intelligence would robot need to make a good caregiver? Students can explore whether or not robots could
learn to become good caregivers.
5. Students watch the “Robot and Frank” movie (2012), in which a family hires a robot to take care of their elderly
father. [Note: this movie is rated PG-13 and many not be suitable for all children. However, it’s a great fit for this
activity and topic. If not appropriate for kids, it’s still a great watch for educators!] A trailer for the movie can be
found here: http://youtu.be/62Ru7ymy26Y and a review of the movie here:
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/08/17/movies/frank-langella-in-robot-frank.html?_r=0
Modification: Find appropriate clips and trailers online, instead of having students view the entire movie.
6. Provide students with the “View From My Window” prompts on the next page.
7. Ask students to complete the extended/family learning, if desired.
If students watch “Robot and Frank”, you can provide them with the following questions:
--What tasks do you think a robot would need to be able to do in order to take care of Frank? Rate those tasks from
easy to hard for a robot.
--Why do you think Frank is afraid of the robot? Would you be afraid to live alone with a robot? Why or why not?
--Frank says, “Do you have a phone up there in your brain?” Do you think the robot has a brain? Why or why not?
--Frank finds out that the robot isn’t programmed to have “morals” or problems with stealing. Do you think it
should? Why or why not? What are good and bad things about a computer having these rules or morals?
--When Frank is teaching the robot how to open locks, he says that its time improved. Do you think robots will ever
be able to “learn” rather than just follow rules?
--Hunter says that a robot caretaker is just as humane as a human caretaker. Do you agree?
--The robot admits that he doesn’t care if his memory is erased. Why do you think Frank is so surprised by that? Do
you think that someday robots will have emotions and WILL care?
--The robot tells Frank that if he fails, he’ll get sent back to the warehouse and his memory will be wiped. What do
you think the robot is trying to do by saying that? Should Frank feel bad for the robot? Why or why not?
--When Maddie shows up, Frank seems sad that his robot is off. Have your thoughts about whether robot caretakers
are humane changed by this scene?
--Frank tells Maddie that she can’t just “use the robot like a slave.” Do you agree?
--What did you think? Should Frank have been able to keep his robot?
--Have your thoughts about whether robot caretakers are humane been changed by this movie?
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Would Robots Make Good Caretakers?
View From My Window:
--What qualities do humans possess that make them good caregivers? Can machines have these qualities?
--What are the ethical considerations involved in using machines to take care of people?

Extended/Family Learning

--Interview an elderly family member or someone you know. How do they feel about machines providing care?
--Interview someone who works at a nursing home or hospital. What do they see as challenges in helping those who need special
care?
--Make a list of things you do every day that might become difficult if you were old and impaired physically or mentally.

Imaginative Education Tools
Story, sense of reality, extremes and limits of reality

Teacher Notes:
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An Eye for AI

[Students look at images of AI in the media
and design their own examples of AI]
Preparation
Thermometer

5

Time Estimate
1:30; add 30 minutes
for vocabulary if
desired

Preparation

1. Do some research to find short
segments of age-appropriate videos
depicting robots, computers, and/or
machines that mimic human behavior.
These can be real or fictional.
2. Do some reading to familiarize
yourself with basic AI terminology and
the concept of AI

Materials
--Writing and drawing materials: pencils,
pens, markers, crayons
--newsprint or large pieces of paper

Glossary
None for this activity

BIG IDEA for Kids

Many movies, books, articles, etc. have references to robots and other forms of Artificial
Intelligence. These references affect how
people think about AI and its interactions with
society. Engineers know that the way the
public thinks about AI also affects how they’ll
think about their own designs.

Open the Window

While we are just beginning to interact with real-life
examples of AI, robots, machines and computers that
mimic human behavior, but AI and life-like robots have
been depicted in the media as early as 1900.
--How do media images of life-like computers and
machines influence how we live?
--What kind of influence do these images have on how
we work? Play? Study? Create?
--Have you seen a movie with a computer or robot that
mimics how humans behave and actually see a similar
real-life example?
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Activity Instructions
1. In combination with the Open the Window questions, ask students to brainstorm a list of videos,
cartoons, movies in which robots, machines, or computers mimic human behavior. They can write these
on a large sheet of paper to be hung up the classroom - this creates a visual of the many references. If
students are short on ideas, show them some of the videos or references you found in preparation for this
activity.
2. Ask students to discuss (use a marker talk or sticky notes if desired. How-to’s can be found at the end of
this guide):
--Whether machines are viewed positively or negatively in the cultural references they made.
--What life would be like without machines, computers and robots.
--How machines, computers and robots change how we live.
3. Working in pairs, students will design a computer program, robot or machine that has human characteristics. They should answer all of the questions provided on the handout at the end of this activity.
4. When teams are done with their creations, they will work with the group nearest them to share what
their invention does, how it is human-like and what specific characteristics it shares with humans. Groups
should provide feedback to each other and use the other group’s ideas to improve their own.
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An Eye for AI
View From My Window:
Write about or draw a picture illustrating AI - what is it?, how does it work?, what makes it work?

Extended/Family Learning

When watching TV, surfing the internet or going to the movies - pay attention to the machines, robots and computers that are
depicted. Ask your family members if they recently saw a robot or computer with human like characteristics. Have they interacted
with a robot or computer with human like characteristics?

Imaginative Education Tools
Sense of reality, extremes and limits of reality

Teacher Notes:
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An Eye for AI
Your task is to design an artificially intelligent machine, robot, or computer program with
human characteristics. Use the guidelines and complete the questions below:
Your invention must be linked to one of these characteristics or concepts (definitions adapted from
www.reference.dictionary.com):
philosophy: A set of rules, ideas, or beliefs that guide thought or action
intellect: the ability of the mind to understand, think, learn, etc.
consciousness: to be aware of oneself, one’s thoughts and feelings, one’s surroundings, etc
think/thinking: to use a brain to evaluate or deal with a certain situation or problem, a step in making decisions by
using one’s mind, requires consciousness
behavior: a normal set of actions taken in response to certain situations, actions of humans, animals, or machines
that can be observed
The characteristic or concept that our invention is designed around is (using more than one is okay):______________
Description of robot, computer or machine (what is it designed to do?):________________________

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

What characteristics does your invention share with humans?_____________________________

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Is your invention something that would appear in a movie or could it be created for use in real-life? Tell us why.

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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View From My Window
General Prompts
Draw a picture, diagram, or
chart describing any
aspect of what you
thought about today
Write a story about Sadina
and Rio (or any of the
novel characters) and how
they use some of the
concepts we discussed
today

Write about a new idea
you have after doing the
activity

Write a list of questions
you have after finishing
the activity that you hope
to learn about before the
learning adventure ends
Write a dialogue between
two novel characters or
you and a friend regarding
some aspect of what you
discussed today

Write a prediction of how
artificial intelligence will
be used in the future after
what you thought about
today
Write a letter to the editor
of the newspaper arguing
for or against a certain
application of artificial
intelligence based on what
you worked on today
Write a letter to an engineer giving advice on how
to think about what you
did today

Other: ________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
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Marker Talk
how-to
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On a white board or poster board, pose
a question to students.
What do you think artificial intelligence is?
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Each student should write one idea.
What do you think artificial intelligence is?

rs
ute s.
p
com man
n
e
Wh like hu
act
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Students should respond to someone else’s
idea.
What do you think artificial intelligence is?

rs
ute s.
p
com man
n
e
Wh like hu bad at
act ters aremans
e
pu
hav
hu
Com g like y don’t
n
acti use the
a
bec ngs.
i
feel
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Students should stand near the board together and take
turns making observations (not opinions) about what
other students have written.

What do you think artificial intelligence is?

A lot of
people wrote
about
machines.
rs
ute s.
p
com man
n
e
Wh like hu bad at
act ters aremans
e
pu
hav
hu
Com g like y don’t
n
acti use the
a
bec ngs.
i
feel

Some people
wrote about
winning games and
solving problems.!

It looks like we
don’t totally
understand what
“smart” looks
like.
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Finally, ask students to
discuss or journal about their
new ideas and about what
they still want/need to know
or find out.
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Sticky Note
Ideas
How-to
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The first step is to pose a question(s)
to students. For example:
Would a robot be a good friend? Could it be as
smart as a human? Could it have feelings?
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Next, each student should post a
sticky note with one idea about the
answer to the question.
Would a robot be a good friend? Could it be as
smart as a human? Could it have feelings?
Robots	
  would	
  
make	
  good	
  friends	
  
because	
  they	
  
would	
  cause	
  less	
  
drama	
  than	
  a	
  
human	
  friend.	
  

A	
  robot	
  would	
  
make	
  a	
  good	
  
friend	
  because	
  it	
  
would	
  always	
  be	
  
there	
  for	
  you.	
  

Robots	
  don’t	
  
have	
  
feelings.	
  Only	
  
people	
  and	
  
animals	
  have	
  
feelings.	
  

Yes.	
  Robots	
  
could	
  help	
  
you.	
  

Because	
  
humans	
  make	
  
robots,	
  they	
  
can’t	
  be	
  as	
  
smart	
  as	
  
humans.	
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People	
  might	
  
try	
  to	
  be	
  
friends	
  with	
  
me	
  only	
  
because	
  I	
  
have	
  a	
  robot.	
  

Students should group similar ideas together. There
is no “right” or “wrong” way to group and some
ideas might fit in multiple groups. Students can add
titles to the groups if they want.
Would a robot be a good friend? Could it be as
smart as a human? Could it have feelings?
(These ideas say robots
would make good friends)

Yes.	
  Robots	
  
could	
  help	
  
you.	
  

A	
  robot	
  would	
  
make	
  a	
  good	
  
friend	
  because	
  it	
  
would	
  always	
  be	
  
there	
  for	
  you.	
  

Robots	
  would	
  
make	
  good	
  friends	
  
because	
  they	
  
would	
  cause	
  less	
  
drama	
  than	
  a	
  
human	
  friend.	
  

(These ideas relate to
human/robot differences)
Robots	
  don’t	
  
have	
  
feelings.	
  Only	
  
people	
  and	
  
animals	
  have	
  
feelings.	
  

Because	
  
humans	
  make	
  
robots,	
  they	
  
can’t	
  be	
  as	
  
smart	
  as	
  
humans.	
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(These ideas are reasons
why robots might cause or
prevent drama)
People	
  might	
  
try	
  to	
  be	
  
friends	
  with	
  
me	
  only	
  
because	
  I	
  
have	
  a	
  robot.	
  

Next, students should continue to add ideas by
connecting new sticky notes. At any time,
students can reorganize or regroup the notes.
Would a robot be a good friend? Could it be as
smart as a human? Could it have feelings?
(These ideas relate to whether robots make good
friends)

Yes.	
  Robots	
  
could	
  help	
  
you.	
  

(These ideas relate to
human/robot differences)
Robots	
  don’t	
  
have	
  
feelings.	
  
Only	
  people	
  
and	
  animals	
  
have	
  
feelings.	
  

Because	
  
humans	
  make	
  
robots,	
  they	
  
can’t	
  be	
  as	
  
smart	
  as	
  
humans.	
  
Maybe	
  not	
  
because	
  I	
  think	
  
some	
  computers	
  
can	
  solve	
  math	
  
problems	
  that	
  
people	
  can’t.	
  Or	
  
at	
  least	
  they	
  can	
  
solve	
  them	
  faster.	
  

I	
  agree.	
  	
  
Robots	
  
could	
  do	
  
my	
  
homework	
  
or	
  clean	
  
my	
  room.	
  

A	
  robot	
  would	
  
make	
  a	
  good	
  
friend	
  because	
  it	
  
would	
  always	
  be	
  
there	
  for	
  you.	
  
But	
  if	
  robots	
  don’t	
  
have	
  feelings,	
  they	
  
might	
  not	
  be	
  fun	
  
to	
  talk	
  to.	
  

(These ideas are reasons
why robots might cause or
prevent drama)
Robots	
  would	
  
make	
  good	
  friends	
  
because	
  they	
  
would	
  cause	
  less	
  
drama	
  than	
  a	
  
human	
  friend.	
  
But	
  they	
  might	
  
create	
  drama	
  if	
  
people	
  are	
  
jealous	
  of	
  your	
  
robot.	
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People	
  might	
  
try	
  to	
  be	
  
friends	
  with	
  
me	
  only	
  
because	
  I	
  
have	
  a	
  robot.	
  
That	
  could	
  be	
  
okay	
  if	
  those	
  
people	
  end	
  up	
  
being	
  good	
  
friends.	
  	
  

At the end of the period, students should
create “rise above” notes that summarize
and highlight important ideas of the notes
in the group. It’s okay if questions remain!
Would a robot be a good friend? Could it be as
smart as a human? Could it have feelings?
(These ideas relate to whether robots make good
friends)
A	
  robot	
  would	
  

(These ideas relate to
human/robot differences)
Robots	
  don’t	
  
Because	
  
have	
  
humans	
  make	
  
feelings.	
  
robots,	
  they	
  
Only	
  pRobots	
  
eople	
   might	
  not	
  
can’t	
  be	
  as	
  
and	
  animals	
  
smart	
  as	
  
be	
  able	
  to	
  have	
  
have	
  
emoEons,	
  but	
  thumans.	
  
hey	
  
feelings.	
  

might	
  be	
  able	
  to	
  
Maybe	
  not	
  
solve	
  problems	
  
because	
  I	
  think	
  
faster	
  than	
  some	
  
humans.	
  
	
  
computers	
  
solve	
  math	
  
Does	
  that	
  can	
  
make	
  
problems	
  that	
  
them	
  “smarter”?	
  

people	
  can’t.	
  Or	
  
at	
  least	
  they	
  can	
  
solve	
  them	
  faster.	
  

Yes.	
  Robots	
  
Robots	
   might	
  make	
  
make	
  gaood	
  
	
  good	
  
friends	
  
they	
  bcecause	
  
an	
  do	
  it	
  
could	
  
help	
  because	
  friend	
  
you.	
   like	
  clean	
  would	
  
things	
  
your	
  arlways	
  
oom	
  be	
  
there	
  
for	
  
ou.	
  
or	
  talk	
  to	
  you	
  when	
  
no	
  
oyne	
  
I	
  agree.	
  	
  
else	
  is	
  around.	
  But,	
  if	
  they	
  
Robots	
  
But	
  if	
  robots	
  
don’t	
  
don’t	
  
they	
  
could	
  
do	
   have	
  feelings,	
  
feelings,	
  
my	
  might	
  not	
  bhave	
  
e	
  able	
  
to	
   they	
  
might	
  
n
ot	
  
be	
  fun	
  
homework	
  
understand	
  your	
  fto	
  
eelings.	
  
talk	
  to.	
  
or	
  clean	
  
my	
  room.	
  

(These ideas are reasons why robots
might cause or prevent drama)
People	
  might	
  
Robots	
  would	
  
try	
  to	
  be	
  
make	
  good	
  friends	
  
friends	
  
because	
  
they	
   might	
  create	
   with	
  
Robots	
  
me	
  only	
  
would	
  cause	
  less	
  
jealousy	
  or	
  aJract	
  
because	
  
I	
  
drama	
  than	
  a	
  
but	
  a	
  robot.	
  
have	
  
human	
  fjealous	
  
riend.	
   people,	
  

they	
  might	
  get	
  rid	
  
That	
  could	
  be	
  
But	
  they	
  mof	
  
ight	
  
drama	
  or	
  aJract	
  
okay	
  if	
  those	
  
create	
  drama	
  inew	
  
f	
  
friends.	
  
people	
  are	
  
jealous	
  of	
  your	
  
robot.	
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people	
  end	
  up	
  
being	
  good	
  
friends.	
  	
  

Students can continue to
add new notes, riseabove notes, and even
start new questions for
the rest of the learning
adventure.
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